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Only one area to invest - Alternative energy 

(Weekly newsletter from 9-13 August) 

Dear Members, 

Last week we talked about the luck factor. Luck plays a key in your success and achieving 

dreams. Astrology is the only tool available which can give you indications of how powerful 

your luck is or which time cycle favors you. There is one thing common between the financial 

market and life cycle and that is that there are some ups and downs, and sometimes there is 

pain and sometimes happiness. 

As I mentioned in Thursdays News Flash, this week we will be talking on the Uranium sector.  

Most of investors are aware that uranium deposit areas are at same place where gold is 

deposited. Gold and silver stocks started moving up since 2002 but Uranium stocks haven’t 

moved up at all. This is because they suffered due to the nuclear policy but now that is 

changing. China, India and many other countries are focusing on nuclear energy and for nuclear 

energy they will require Uranium.  

Saturn changing next year will bring the biggest bull market in uranium sector. Stock prices will 

rise in multi folds. Investors will forget about tech bubble, oil and gold/silver stocks. I know that 

most of us haven’t able to experienced the most mind blowing bull market of steel and railways 

stock which happened early this century and after that news Uranium stocks so get ready so 

fasten your seat belt for the most amazing uranium stocks bubble. 

I highly recommend focusing on alternative energy areas. Stocks in these areas are trading at all 

most lower level. I was not well and went to see doctor while I was waiting I was going through 

AUTO magazine and I was shocked to see that most of the cars which are coming out in 

2012/13 are either electric, hybrid or lithium battery driven. It looks like the vision I saw a few 

years ago will come true in coming year. I also see the prediction of oil going to $15 in 2016 will 

come true because the dependency on oil will fall like Kerosene.  

Can you imagine how fast the demand for oil will fall after eclectic, hybrid and battery cars are 

running on road. I am too scared to think about it. It is clearly indicating that gas station 

business will collapse, which means that these stocks will collapse like crazy. We have to plan 

well, my problem is very unique because I predict what is going to happen in the future coming 

time quite early but I don’t regret it because whatever I picture has turned into reality. All 

thanks to astrology and planetary movements and I also know that short term prediction timing 

wise I will not able to be very accurate. If I come 100% right in my weekly newsletter then I 
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should be charging $5000 for a month but I know nature has chosen me to give you an overall 

picture and I am happy with what I do. 

We have noticed that lately Uranium and Uranium stock prices bottomed out and here are the 

charts of a few uranium stocks we think will do extremely well in coming time. 

 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY + URANIUM 

As planetary movements, our sixth sense and prophecy is pointing at one common area which I 

was able to find through meditation, and that is alternative energy. This time our focus is on 

alternative energy and uranium.  

You have occasionally noticed that I always talked about my past predictions not because I 

want to show how accurate I am, but to show that whatever longer term vision I got from 

astrology is proven 1000% accurate. So this time we don’t want to miss any opportunity in 

alternative energy stocks. Now we should forget about the past and convincingly invest in what 

we see from here. I know that we can make a good amount of money in the next four years but 

after that I don’t have clue what will happen to world or financial markets. I want to be very 

honest here; I am worried about world after 2014. I was always able to look beyond 20 years 

but after 1994 I when I was reading the worlds chart I stopped at 2014 because after that it is 

indicating a very scary period. I hate to write, about war, killing, blood and attacks after 9/11 

because 9/11 change my life as it was very painful day in history as well as in my life. Two days 

before 9/11 we predicted in South Africa and after that media wanted to put me on moon but I 

backed off and I never promoted that event after some time. I don’t want to predict these kinds 

of events any more.  

Anyways we came back to alternative energy sector, because this is the future. We want to 

enjoy each and every moment of our life, for the next four years and if nothing happened 

between 2015 and 2016 then from 2017 again we will enjoy time and thankful to nature for 

giving us such a beautiful life. Money comes and goes, but life comes once so please enjoy it in 

whatever condition you are. Leave depression away, burry your worries and if you are not 

happy find a solution for that because nature has the answer to everything, you just have to 

give it a try. 

Here is weekly and multiyear chart of Uranium: 

Uranium Futures (NYMEX: UX)  
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Uranium futures contracts are currently available for tr

(NYMEX). The new contract was issued early this month and it is tradable on the CME Globex and Nymex 

clearport systems. 

 

Specification:  

Each contract represents 

250 pounds of U308 

 

Tick = 0.05$, tick value = 

12.5$ 

 

Initial Margin for non 

members is running around 

3375$ per contract. 

 

Financially settled, price is 

based on the UxC index. – 

You can trade it but can't get 

the stuff 
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(NYMEX). The new contract was issued early this month and it is tradable on the CME Globex and Nymex 
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(NYMEX). The new contract was issued early this month and it is tradable on the CME Globex and Nymex 
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So much information is now available

Uranium. My job is to just show you a path and rest is on how you plan 

is the longer term chart and above also I added few different time frame price charts. 

 

    

Many stocks are available but recently we noticed that many uranium mining stocks are bottoming out 

from multiyear low. Here are few stocks list and charts:
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available on the internet and it is so simple that you can also 

Uranium. My job is to just show you a path and rest is on how you plan your investment strategy. 

longer term chart and above also I added few different time frame price charts.  

recently we noticed that many uranium mining stocks are bottoming out 

from multiyear low. Here are few stocks list and charts: 
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also find out about 

your investment strategy. Below 

 

 

recently we noticed that many uranium mining stocks are bottoming out 
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Many uranium stocks have the potential to go multifold. I highly recommend 

other mining stocks or reduce your exposure 

you will be thankful to wave of nature theory. 

Here are few stocks which I highly recommend to invest now:

Recommendation 

on 7 Augut 2010     

Company symbol Price   

DNN 1.52   

URZ 1.29   

UEC 2.61   

URRE 0.58   

USU 5.59   

BYSWF 0.52   

CCJ 26.5   

ATUSF 9.72   

KMPLF 2.58   

PALAF 3.62   

HTHXF 1.84   

QMM 1.32   

CLNMF 1.62   

KHRIF 0.36   
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potential to go multifold. I highly recommend to get-out from gold and 

educe your exposure and add uranium mining stocks. I am sure after 

you will be thankful to wave of nature theory.  

which I highly recommend to invest now: 

 

 

Recommendation 

on 7 Augut 2010   

 

 

Company symbol Price 

 

 

BKLRF 1.25

 

 

IVHOF 2.99

 

 

RMGFF 0.77

 

 

EXRLF 6.2

 

 

TOSBF 5.21

 

 

SRCSF 2.23

 

 

ARVCY 4.63

 

 

UTREF 0.31

 

 

STHJF 0.51

 

 

JNRRF 0.19

 

 

LTBR 6.59

 

 

USEG 5.35

 

 

UURAF 0.37

 

 

FURAF 1.03
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out from gold and 

and add uranium mining stocks. I am sure after a few years 

  

  

1.25   

2.99   

0.77   

6.2   

5.21   

2.23   

4.63   

.31   

0.51   

0.19   

6.59   

5.35   

0.37   

1.03   
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LBSR 0.026   

 

SILXY 21.82   

ARAFF 0.67   

 

FOSYF 1.98   

 

I leave the rest on you from here in this sector. I am sure you will find good companies in this 

sector. Next week I will write in detail about fuel cell, plug-in, hybrid, solar and wind.  

 

Here is this week’s trend, 9-13 August 2010 

GOLD/SILVER 

This week I don’t see much happening in gold and silver. Prices of gold and silver will remain 

range bound. We will be waiting to see movement on the 10thof August when mercury will be 

rising and if gold and silver prices fail to move up on the 10th, it will bring weakness in the 

coming days. The probability is much higher that gold and silver prices will trade weaker for one 

month before they enter a bull market. On Wednesday so positive trend can come in gold and 

silver but from late Thursday prices will start moving down and the weak trend will continue on 

Friday.  

I highly recommend all out members to stay away from precious metal stocks as they can move 

down around 20-25% in the coming time so hold cash as a great opportunity of buying metals 

and metals stocks is coming in September.  

Trading range of gold will be $1215 to $1188 and silver it will be $18.57 to $17.68. 

 

BASE METALS 

Since the last one month we have constantly been predicted a positive trend in all base metals 

but this week base metals will top out and prices will start coming down. I highly recommend 

getting out from base metals, especially from copper. Mars is indicating that there will be a 

sharp fall in copper from Wednesday and prices will keep moving down. Our next target is 

$318. 

Palladium and platinum will remain sideways or bit positive so wait for the right opportunity to 

trade. I won’t recommend you to trade in base metals during this week.  

Aluminum will remain positive but zinc and nickel will remain weak. We expect a two to three 

percent fall in nickel and zinc. 
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COFFEE/COTTON 

This week both these soft commodities will remain sideways or a bit weak. I am sure many of 

our members must have booked profit in coffee but don’t think that coffee’s bull market is over 

because we still see coffee prices touching to $210. Cotton prices will remain sideways or up 

after 15 August.  

We highly recommend buying coffee around $163 or around the 18th of August because from 

there onwards coffee prices will sharply move up to $210 within few weeks. 

 

SUGAR/COCOA/ORAGE JUICE/LUMBER 

All these soft commodities will fall sharply so avoid buying these soft commodities. Sugar and 

cocoa will move down from late Monday and prices will fall by more than ten percent. Lumber 

and orange juice will remain sideways so don’t sell or buy.  The trading range in sugar will be 

$18.53 to $16.98 and cocoa will come down to $2905. 

 

STOCK MARKET 

Last week we mentioned that at any time from Thursday all markets would start trading 

weakly. Although they haven’t fallen yet, some indication came which is confirming that 

predictions of falling which we were expecting from the seventh of August is on target. Once 

again I will remind you to get out from banking, metals, and technology stocks as they will fall 

at least around 10 to 15 percent. The only sector which will move up will be alternative energy. 

It is a lifetime opportunity to accumulate these stocks from this week.  

FAZ will be best trade against banking stocks so buy FAZ. Buy solar, wind and Uranium ETF’s as 

they will be the best bet at this stage and keep adding them without fear. Buy NLR, PKN, NUCL. 

From late Wednesday or Tuesday all major markets will start moving down and they will fall 

sharply until Friday. Sell Asian, European and USA markets as the fall will be across the board.  

Jupiter indicates that Markets can fall more than nine percent in coming time but we are not 

worried about this fall as we see historic market ahead for the next four years and the area 

where we are putting money will be the hottest sector.  
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I highly recommend that you should plan your investments well from here if you want to make 

money smartly. 

 

 

 

GRAINS 

Last week wheat was moving like the worlds wheat stocks have finished and we won’t get 

wheat anymore. This current market has become very speculative, big players gambling big, 

made wheat limit up on Thursday and on early Friday in the electronic market. Wheat moved 

up to $841 and then in the regular market wheat collapsed limit down to $721. We are all 

aware that the futures market is a money game because they are thin market as per the money 

there. One or two big players can take any commodity market as per their wish until the 

government or a big commercial doesn’t intervene.   

Two months ago, as well as earlier this year we were recommending buying coffee and grains 

because we knew that they will move up due to the weather. Grains are in bull market but at 

this stage please avoid them as the planetary movement is not giving a clear signal for the next 

two weeks but surely corn and wheat will remain in the spot light. Soybean, meal and soy oil 

will fall so trade accordingly. 

This week we see weakness in corn and soy so avoid trading or book profit. Avoid wheat trading 

as the Sun is indicating that it may hit a new high again in two weeks. 

 

OIL 

This week oil will trade weakly from Tuesday. On Monday we will see both side movements so 

sell on any sharp rise or buy on any sharp fall. This week trading range in oil will be $81.88 to 

$76.80. A major fall in oil will come from late Thursday. Heating oil and RB gas will follow oil. 

Natural gas traded as predicted last week. This week natural gas will remain stable, one can 

start buying Natural gas around $4.52 on Tuesday and on the higher side it will reach $4.98 by 

Friday. Natural gas will move up for the next six weeks. On the higher side we see gas moving 

up to $6.21 within next five weeks.    
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CURRENCIES 

Last week dollar made another low and we came wrong again last week on dollar. I don’t want 

to predict any more on currencies for this week because we are very bullish on dollar outlook. 

This week Fed is meeting and this will be a turnaround of USD. One thing I would like to say is 

that the turnaround in dollar will be huge and you won’t able to catch this trend so I will still 

recommend those who are holding USD to keep holding their position.  

Commodity currencies will move down sharply with Swiss Franc. Sell Swiss Franc and keep 

holding Yen as it is our favorite. Yen made a multiyear new high last week and this week it may 

hit another new high up to 118.80. 

Best trade of this week: 

 

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma   

 

  


